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Abstract

IoT clouds facilitate the communication between IoT de-
vices and users, and authorize users’ access to their devices.
In this paradigm, an IoT device is usually managed under a
particular IoT cloud designated by the device vendor, e.g.,
Philips bulbs are managed under Philips Hue cloud. Today’s
mainstream IoT clouds also support device access delega-
tion across different vendors (e.g., Philips Hue, LIFX, etc.)
and cloud providers (e.g., Google, IFTTT, etc.): for exam-
ple, Philips Hue and SmartThings clouds support to delegate
device access to another cloud such as Google Home, so a
user can manage multiple devices from different vendors all
through Google Home. Serving this purpose are the IoT del-
egation mechanisms developed and utilized by IoT clouds,
which we found are heterogeneous and ad-hoc in the wild, in
the absence of a standardized delegation protocol suited for
IoT environments. In this paper, we report the first system-
atic study on real-world IoT access delegation, based upon
a semi-automatic verification tool we developed. Our study
brought to light the pervasiveness of security risks in these
delegation mechanisms, allowing the adversary (e.g., Airbnb
tenants, former employees) to gain unauthorized access to the
victim’s devices (e.g., smart locks) or impersonate the devices
to trigger other devices. We confirmed the presence of crit-
ical security flaws in these mechanisms through end-to-end
exploits on them, and further conducted a measurement study.
Our research demonstrates the serious consequences of these
exploits and the security implications of the practice today
for building these mechanisms. We reported our findings to
related parties, which acknowledged the problems. We further
propose principles for developing more secure cross-cloud
IoT delegation services, before a standardized solution can be
widely deployed.

1 Introduction
∗Work was done when the first two authors were at Indiana University

Bloomington.
†Corresponding author: Luyi Xing, Indiana University Bloomington.

The popularity of Internet of Things (IoT) gives rise to the
demand for effectively managing these devices, which has
been supported by IoT clouds. These clouds are operated
by both device vendors (Philips Hue, LIFX, Tuya, etc.) and
cloud providers (Google, Amazon, IFTTT, etc.), offering in-
tegrated services for IoT users to control their devices across
the Internet in a convenient and transparent way. Prominent
examples include SmartThings [33], IFTTT [13] and Google
Home [12]. Such cloud services facilitate the communication
between IoT devices and users, and manage users’ access
to the devices: IoT devices are registered to the clouds, and
users’ control commands (e.g., opening a lock, typically is-
sued through the companion app of the device) go through the
clouds’ authentication and authorization, ensuring only autho-
rized users can operate a device. Today’s IoT clouds tend to
provide complicated functionalities like cross-vendor/cross-
cloud device control, sharing of device access, device control
automation, etc., as enabled by the cloud’s vast computing
and communication resources. Of particular importance is the
capability to delegate device access across different clouds
and users: for example, Philips Hue may allow Google Home
to control its smart light bulb, so the owner of the bulb can
manage multiple devices from different vendors all through
Google Home; an Airbnb host may temporarily give the ac-
cess to the smart devices in her home to her guest during
his stay. Such a capability can lead to a convoluted delega-
tion chain, whose complicated authorization operations could
easily go wrong. Although threats to IoT devices have been
studied before [23, 52, 56, 57, 62, 76], little has been done
so far to systematically analyze and understand the security
implications of this IoT delegation process.

Risks in cross-cloud delegation. Delegation of authority has
been studied in the access control community for decades,
with security risks such as credential leakage, incomplete re-
vocation and incorrect policy enforcement [61, 69, 73] being
discovered. Unlike the theoretic models analyzed before in
which all parties run the same delegation protocol and inter-
act through unified interfaces, real-world IoT clouds often
utilize their individual, heterogeneous delegation protocols



that may not be compatible with those of other clouds and
may not have been properly verified. For example, the LIFX
and IFTTT clouds delegate access to the SmartThings cloud
through different protocols: LIFX issues an OAuth token to
SmartThings to access LIFX bulbs, while IFTTT provides
SmartThings a secret URL as a security token to access its de-
vices (see Section 3). To work with these delegator clouds, the
SmartThings cloud runs a program from each of them that im-
plements the corresponding protocol to enable SmartThings
to communicate with the devices on each delegator cloud.1

Such a program allows the delegator to participate in further
access management of the device for users on SmartThings
cloud; a security risk could arise, however, when the program
is not fully compliant with SmartThings’ security policies
(Section 3.1). Given that a standard delegation protocol (such
as WAVE [45]) could take a long time to be adopted and de-
ployed in the wild, until all compatibility and usability issues
are resolved, a systematic analysis of today’s IoT delegation
and in-depth understanding of its security risks are of critical
importance. This, however, has never been done before, up to
our knowledge.

Findings. In this paper, we report the first attempt to analyze
the security weaknesses of real-world IoT access delegation
and mitigate their potential threats to the IoT ecosystem. Us-
ing a semi-automatic verification tool, we evaluated the dele-
gation supports provided by 10 popular IoT clouds, including
both device vendors (Philips Hue, LIFX, iHome, etc.) and
IoT cloud providers (IFTTT, Amazon, SmartThings, Google,
etc.). Our study shows that device delegation on these clouds
is often vulnerable (Section 3) and can be exploited to gain
unauthorized access to the victim’s devices or impersonate
the devices to perform unauthorized interactions with other
devices. The consequences of such attacks are serious, rang-
ing from completely losing control on the delegated access
rights on SmartThings (Section 3.2) to leaking sensitive de-
vice IDs on Google Home that enables the attacker to unlock
the victim’s home door by spoofing events (Section 3.1).

Most importantly, our research shows that the heteroge-
neous and ad-hoc delegation processes in the wild have led
to conflicting delegation policies across IoT clouds. More
specifically, under today’s IoT cloud delegation model, the
delegator and delegatee clouds are less decoupled than ex-
pected and therefore need to be aware of each other’s security
constraints when determining their own delegation policies.
As mentioned earlier, the SmartThings cloud delegated with
access rights to a device requires the delegator cloud to upload
a program, a.k.a. SmartApp, to help access the device from
the delegator. When SmartThings further grants to its users
the access to the device, however, we found that a SmartApp

1Throughout the paper, we call the party (an IoT cloud or the device
owner) delegating access right to another party delegator and the recipient
of the right delegatee. Also, we call a cloud with direct access to a device
device vendor cloud or simply vendor cloud (as it is typically operated by
the vendor).

not compliant with the delegation policies of SmartThings
(e.g., the IFTTT SmartApp) exposes to the SmartThings users
the privilege that SmartThings cannot revoke (Section 3.1).
On the other hand, SmartThings’ access delegation to the
Google Home cloud needs to go through Google’s interface
that asks for both device ID and OAuth token. Although de-
vice ID is public for many IoT clouds (Belkin, Philips Hue
and MiHome) [52, 76], it is an authentication token on Smart-
Things [56]. Unaware of this side effect, Google Home’s
policy of sharing SmartThings device ID with its users en-
ables a malicious delegatee user to directly access devices on
SmartThings cloud, even after Google Home has revoked his
access to the device (Section 3.1). Such incomplete informa-
tion of the other party’s security policies and constraints turns
out to be a fundamental problem in today’s IoT delegation
model.

Also, an IoT cloud tends to directly adopt existing autho-
rization protocols such as OAuth, which however cannot meet
all delegation requirements in the IoT environments (Sec-
tion 3.2). Particularly, we found that a malicious delegatee
user on the Tuya cloud can bypass its access control, by strate-
gically delegating his access to Tuya devices to another cloud
(e.g., Google Home) and leveraging the latter’s OAuth token
to access the devices, even after his access right has been
revoked in the Tuya cloud – a violation of the transitivity
property in delegation (Section 3.2). Also problematic is the
heterogeneous and custom delegation protocols, which of-
tentimes did not go through a rigorous verification and are
therefore error-prone in their policy enforcement, causing
security risks such as leaking the OAuth token to an unautho-
rized party (Section 3.2).

Methodology. Our security analysis was facilitated by a semi-
automatic verification tool, called VerioT, which performs
model checking for IoT delegation systems. To this end, we
came up with a simple, generalized security property that
captures the requirements of IoT delegation. Most challeng-
ing here is to model different real-world delegation systems,
which requires manual effort to read developer documen-
tations and user manuals of those IoT clouds, and analyze
communication traffic of their companion mobile apps, to
understand their delegation mechanisms and operations. To
reduce such manual efforts, we leverage the observation that
cross-cloud delegation can be described by combinations of
basic types of delegation operations (Section 4.2) and cor-
responding data flows, such as OAuth token issuing, which
are similar across different clouds. This allows us to design
a modeling approach involving a base delegation model that
outlines the generic operations and data flows in a cross-cloud
delegation and a set of templates for different basic types of
delegation operations. To describe a real-world delegation
system, one can directly use or customize existing templates
to refine the base delegation model.The new model automati-
cally produced by our tool is then verified against the security
property using Spin [38], an off-the-shelf model checker. Any



counterexample produced by the checker represents a poten-
tial attack path, which can lead to the detection of a weakness
in the delegation process. VerioT was used in our research
to find all except one vulnerabilities reported in the paper. We
have made the tool publicly available [34], including the base
delegation model and operation templates.

Impacts. Running VerioT to analyze the delegation op-
erations on leading IoT clouds, including Google Home,
SmartThings, IFTTT, Philips Hue, etc., we have discovered
6 security-critical vulnerabilities that expose millions of IoT
users and hundreds of IoT clouds to security risks (Section 5).
We reported all these flaws to the affected parties, including
Google Home, SmartThings, Philips Hue, etc., which are tak-
ing actions to address them: e.g., SmartThings has deployed
two fixes and Philips Hue claimed that they will release a fix
to our reported vulnerability in their upcoming update. We
are helping other cloud providers and device vendors to find
solutions. The demos of our attacks are online [34].

Contributions. We summarize the contributions of the paper
as follows:

• New understanding of IoT delegation. We performed the
first systematic study on security risks in IoT device access
delegation. Our research has brought to light new categories
of unexpected and security-critical vulnerabilities in the del-
egation process of today’s leading IoT cloud providers and
device vendors, the serious consequences once these vulnera-
bilities have been exploited, their fundamental causes and the
challenges in fixing them. The lesson learned will contribute
to better protection of real-world IoT delegation.

• IoT delegation verification. We developed and released the
first support for formal verification of real-world IoT delega-
tion. Our base model, delegation operation templates, security
property and refinement technique have made the first step
toward convenient and automated discovery of delegation
vulnerabilities, which helps secure not only today’s but also
tomorrow’s IoT delegation operations.

Roadmap. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides the background information of IoT de-
vice delegation and discusses its security requirements and
potential risks; Section 3 elaborates the vulnerabilities we
discovered; Section 4 describes the semi-automatic method-
ology we used to find these vulnerabilities; Section 5 reports
a measurement study on the impacts of the delegation flaws;
Section 6 discusses the design principles for developing se-
cure delegation mechanism, the limitations of our work and
potential future directions; Section 7 compares the related
prior studies with our work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Cross-cloud IoT Access Delegation

2.1 Background
Cloud-based IoT access. Figure 1 shows the typical proce-
dure for accessing devices through IoT clouds. Specifically,
the owner of an IoT device first registers her device to the
device vendor’s cloud (e.g., through presenting a client cer-
tificate embedded in a device, as an iHome smart plug does)
or a third-party cloud adopted by the device vendor (e.g.,
KEYGMA devices are registered to Tuya cloud [16]), so the
device could be managed through the cloud. As mentioned in
Section 1, we call a cloud with direct access to a device device
vendor cloud or simply vendor cloud. When a user attempts
to access the device (e.g., through her mobile app or web
console), the cloud authenticates the user and then sends her
commands to the target device if the user is authorized. This
IoT access paradigm has been adopted by mainstream IoT
device vendors (e.g., Philips, August, iRobot, LIFX, iHome,
Tuya, etc.), as well as third-party IoT clouds (SmartThings,
Google, Amazon, etc.).
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Figure 1: The complex delegation in IoT

In addition to the direct device access initiated by the user,
mainstream IoT clouds, such as SmartThings, IFTTT, Ama-
zon Alexa, etc., also allow the user to define trigger-action
rules to automatically trigger her devices’ actions under some
events: for example, once the user’s front door lock is un-
locked, the cloud also turns on her living room bulb.
Cross-cloud access delegation. To control an IoT device, the
user needs to install its vendor’s app, which is not scalable
with an increasing number of devices from different vendors
one needs to manage. To address this challenge, cross-cloud
IoT delegation has emerged to provide a uniform and trans-
parent interface to handle devices from different vendors. For
example, through the app of Google Home, which has been
given access rights to all devices in the user’s possession, she
could control her smart bulb in the Philips cloud, smart lock in
the SmartThings cloud, smart plug on iHome cloud, etc. This
access paradigm is made possible by a delegation process.

As illustrated in Figure 1, to manage a smart lock in the



SmartThings cloud, Google Home needs to get an access to-
ken (e.g., an OAuth token [24]) from the SmartThings cloud
the lock is registered to. With the token, an authorized Google
user can issue commands through Google to SmartThings so
as to operate on the device. For this purpose, SmartThings
needs to delegate the right to access the device to Google,
through OAuth [24] or other custom authorization solutions.
Taking OAuth as an example, the user can trigger this dele-
gation process through the following steps: (1) logs onto her
Google Home console (e.g., a mobile app ); (2) selects “set
up device" to enter her SmartThings account credential; (3) if
the user is allowed to use the device, SmartThings generates
an access token and forwards it to Google Home. Such cross-
cloud delegation has been supported by all mainstream IoT
clouds.

2.2 Complexity in IoT delegation
Delegation chain. Real-world IoT delegation often involves
multiple parties and can become quite complicated, as illus-
trated by Figure 1. As we can see, the access right to an IoT
device is first given to its device vendor cloud (À). The ven-
dor then delegates the access to a delegatee cloud (Á), such
as Google Home, for controlling a user’s devices managed
by different vendor clouds. The delegatee cloud may further
hand over the access right to another (delegatee) cloud (Â).
On each of these clouds, access to the device can be granted
(by the device administrator) to one or more (delegatee) users
(Ã Ä). Along the delegation chain, the (delegatee) user may
further give her access to another (delegatee) cloud (Å).
Cross-cloud delegation mechanisms. Different IoT clouds
today have their own authorization mechanisms to delegate de-
vice access rights to or receive delegations from other clouds
and their own users. Each party on a delegation chain is ex-
pected to follow the mechanisms (and their input constraints)
of its upstream (delegator) and downstream (delegatee) actors.
Such heterogeneous authorization gets each IoT cloud entan-
gled in the device management of another cloud, even after
the delegation happens. In our research, we analyzed the typi-
cal authorization mechanisms as deployed on 10 mainstream
IoT clouds, which are presented below:
• OAuth and its customizations. OAuth is an open standard
for access delegation [24], which has been widely adopted by
IoT clouds. A problem is that OAuth is not designed for IoT,
and therefore some IoT clouds have customized it to facili-
tate cross-cloud device management. An example is Actions
on Google protocol, which is a customization to OAuth by
Google [1]: any device vendor cloud (such as Philips Hue,
LIFX, iHome) that delegates access tokens (i.e., OAuth token)
to Google Home is required to provide a set of information
about the target device(s), including device IDs, device types,
device names, etc. Such information is used by Google for
cross-cloud device control, which allows the Google Home
user to find and operate on devices based on their IDs, names,

etc., albeit the devices are actually behind another cloud.

• Custom authorization. We also found that IoT clouds can
use custom, sometimes ad-hoc authorization mechanisms for
cross-cloud delegation. For example, IFTTT cloud delegates
access to SmartThings cloud through a secret URL: when a
SmartThings user needs to access the device behind IFTTT,
SmartThings sends her requests to IFTTT through the URL.
In the meantime, SmartThings asks its delegator to upload a
SmartApp (e.g., the IFTTT SmartApp) for communicating
with both the delegator-side device and its client who uses the
device.

2.3 Security Requirements

As mentioned earlier, cross-cloud IoT delegation involves dif-
ferent actors, with different security policies and complicated,
sometimes ad-hoc enforcement. Access control under this
circumstance faces unique challenges and is expected to meet
unique security requirements, as summarized below:

Safe and consistent delegation policies. IoT delegation in-
volves parties from different organizations (vendors, clouds,
users), with discrepant security needs. Under the delegation
model deployed on today’s clouds, a party on a delegation
chain could get involved in another party’s management of
a device. Therefore, in the absence of a full picture of other
parties’ security constraints, a delegation process could get to
the situation where a delegatee’s policy could bring in a risk
that could put a delegator’s security in jeopardy. So ideally,
delegation policies across all actors on a chain should be con-
sistent with each party’s individual security policies, ensuring
that they will not be exposed to new threats during the whole
process.

Non-bypassable and transitive delegation control. On a
delegation chain, access rights to an IoT device could be
distributed across multi-parties. Enforcement of a delegation
policy, therefore, is expected to be comprehensive, blocking
all avenues of unauthorized access. Also important is the
transitivity in delegation control: once a delegator enforces
a policy (e.g., revoking its delegatee party’s access right), all
downstream parties should all follow suit (e.g., even access
rights further delegated out by the delegatee should also be
automatically revoked).

2.4 Threat model

We define two user roles in the distributed IoT system, the
administrator and the delegatee user. The administrator can be
a device owner or a system administrator of an organization.
The administrator can delegate the access to IoT devices to
other users – the delegatee user. Delegatee user’s access is
subject to revocation and expiry. The delegatee user may
further delegate to others.



In our research, we consider the system administrator and
the IoT clouds to be honest, while the delegatee user can
be malicious, who may attempt to get unauthorized access
to IoT devices. We assume that the malicious user would
make full use of his power to acquire the credentials and
useful information he is not entitled to access: e.g., making
API requests to gain extra credentials, extracting information
from system logs, official developer documents and captured
network traffic generated by his mobile app. In the meantime,
we do not consider the adversary capable of eavesdropping
on the communication between other parties.

3 Security of Cross-Cloud IoT Delegation

In this section, we report a security analysis on cross-cloud
IoT delegation operated by 10 leading IoT clouds, includ-
ing Google Home, SmartThings, IFTTT, Philips Hue, Au-
gust, LIFX, Tuya, etc. Through discovery of five flaws and
construction of their end-to-end attacks (see video demos
online [34]), our study shows that in the absence of a stan-
dardized, verified cross-cloud delegation protocol, delegation
across mainstream IoT clouds is hard to make right, often
containing serious flaws in its policy design or enforcement.

One of the flaws (Flaw 4, see below) was found manually,
which led to this research and our development of VerioT
that helped discover all other flaws, based on our modeling
of real-world cross-cloud delegation and formal verification
(Section 4). With respect to the two security requirements
summarized earlier (Section 2.3), we classify all flaws iden-
tified in our study into two categories: (1) inconsistent se-
curity policies between the delegator and delegatee clouds
(Section 3.1); (2) inadequate enforcement of delegation transi-
tivity in the presence of customized, often ad-hoc delegation
management across real-world IoT clouds (Section 3.2).

3.1 Inadequate Cross-Cloud Coordination

As mentioned earlier, under the heterogeneous and often ad-
hoc authorization on today’s IoT clouds, a cloud on a del-
egation chain often cannot decouple its access delegation
management from those of other clouds, and thus easily gets
involved in others’ access control decisions. So it is important
for these clouds to be aware of each other’s security assump-
tions and constraints. Such a coordination, however, is not in
place today, as discovered in our research, which brings in
security risks to the parties on the chain. Here, we report two
vulnerabilities discovered on popular IoT cloud services that
characterize the real-world challenges in securing cross-cloud
IoT access management.

Flaw 1: Device ID disclosure. As mentioned earlier (Sec-
tion 2.2), clouds that delegate device access to Google Home
must follow an OAuth protocol customized by Google: the
delegator cloud is required to provide both an OAuth token

and its device information to Google. For example (see Fig-
ure 2), to enable a Google Home user to manage devices
behind the SmartThings cloud (e.g., smart lock, smart switch,
etc.), Google needs to be given both an OAuth token (through
a regular OAuth process), and additionally the device informa-
tion (e.g., device IDs, device names, etc.) from SmartThings.
Such device information is further passed to the Google Home
user to command the target device.

deviceID

Google Home cloud

August 

smart lock

SmartThings cloud Google Home user

delegateOAuth

deviceID

SmartThings

 switch

SmartThings 

hub

SmartAPP

Figure 2: Google Home leaks the deviceID of SmartThings
switch, enabling the adversary to unlock smart lock

In our study, we found that such a delegation process intro-
duces a new security risk, due to Google’s lack of knowledge
about the security implication of SmartThings’ device ID. Al-
though the device ID normally just serves the purpose of locat-
ing its device on a cloud (such as Philips Hue and MiHome), it
is also used as an authentication token on SmartThings for its
trigger-action management: by presenting the ID of a device
(a 32-digit string, unique to a device under SmartThings), one
can issue events (e.g., temperature change, switch toggled,
presence detected, etc.) to the SmartThings cloud on behalf of
the device (through the sendLocationEvent API, see our PoC
attack); such events can further trigger other devices managed
under the SmartThings cloud (through trigger-action rules,
see Section 2.1). Note that, although the presence of the de-
vice ID allows an event to be issued and related operations to
be triggered on SmartThings (according to predefined rules),
it is not an authorization token for device access: that is, an
unauthorized party cannot use the ID to command the device
he is not entitled to access.

Unaware of this side effect, Google discloses this ID to
any client with the access right to the device, which brings in
the security hazard. Specifically, on Google Home, as long
as the administrator (e.g., an Airbnb host, a property man-
ager) delegates a device’s access right to a user once (e.g.,
an Airbnb guest, a tenant), the ID of the SmartThings device
is permanently exposed. Even after the delegatee’s access
is revoked on Google Home (e.g., after he checks out of the
Airbnb apartment), he still retains the capability to fake events
of the device using the ID and triggers the administrator’s
other devices. Depending on the trigger-action rules config-
ured by the owner/administrator, the fake events can open a
smart lock (letting in an unauthorized individual), turn off an
alarm, etc., through the SmartThings platform [10].

In our research, we performed a measurement study on
the consequences of the attack (Section 5.2), and found that
potentially many vendors could be affected by such a flaw.
Further, we did not find any mechanisms in place to allow



the clouds like Google (delegated with device access rights
from almost 1,000 vendors) to get information about their
delegators’ security assumptions and constraints, based upon
the documentations we inspected (see Section 5.2).
PoC exploit on Flaw 1. Exploiting the above weakness, we
implemented an end-to-end PoC attack on our own devices
– an August smart lock and a SmartThings switch (a virtual
switch that can be toggled in mobile app – not a physical
switch). The experiment setting is outlined in Figure 2. Specif-
ically, the victim set a trigger-action rule on the SmartThings
cloud: if the switch is toggled, then lock/unlock the smart lock;
also, she linked her SmartThings account to Google Home.
Then through Google Home, she granted the access right of
the switch to a malicious user (e.g., an ill-intentioned Airbnb
guest). At this point, the attacker obtained the SmartThings
device ID of the switch by inspecting the network traffic be-
tween his Google Home mobile app and the Google cloud.
Later, the victim revoked the malicious user’s access right and
he could not control the device from his Google Home app.
However, using a simple SmartApp of SmartThings (see our
source code online [34]), which sends fake switch.off events
to the SmartThings cloud with the switch’s device ID, the
attacker was able to open the smart lock.

SmartThings 

cloud
SmartThings user

SmartApp

IFTTT

applet

IFTTT  cloud

August 

smart lock

SmartThings

 switch

delegate delegate

Figure 3: Security policy confliction between IFTTT cloud
and SmartThings cloud

Flaw 2: Leaking secret of delegatee cloud. Delegation Flaw
1 shows that a delegatee cloud (Google) could leak the se-
cret of its delegator cloud (SmartThings). Surprisingly, we
found that such unintended information disclosure could also
go other way around: a delegator cloud can also expose the
sensitive data that the delegatee cloud intends to protect. The
problem affects multiple leading IoT clouds (SmartThings,
IFTTT, etc.). Again it is caused by the entangled delegation
process, with both the delegator and the delegatee involved in
the other’s authorization process, and the lack of coordination
to align their security policies.

Unlike Google that uses a delegation protocol with a manda-
tory input interface its delegator cloud must follow, Smart-
Things cloud provides a flexible mechanism: its delegator is
allowed to upload a software module called SmartApp [35]
to SmartThings to help execute its delegation protocol and
manage the access to the device under the delegator cloud.
As an example, the IFTTT cloud delegates access to its de-
vice through sharing a secret URL with SmartThings: through
the URL, when a SmartThings device issues an event (e.g., a
smart switch is operated), the SmartThings cloud can trigger

the actions of an applet on IFTTT to control another device be-
hind the IFTTT cloud (e.g., August smart lock, see Figure 3),
based upon pre-defined trigger-action rules. This rather ad-
hoc delegation protocol runs on the SmartThings side by an
IFTTT SmartApp (Figure 3), which acts as an interface be-
tween the two clouds. With the IFTTT SmartApp, the user
can define such trigger-action rules to connect the devices
(e.g., the switch and the lock) across the clouds. As a result,
her operation on the SmartThings device will be used by the
SmartApp to invoke the activities on the device behind IFTTT
cloud.

Since the IFTTT SmartApp runs on the SmartThings cloud
and interacts with the end user, it is important to make sure
that the SmartApp strictly follows SmartThings’ security poli-
cies. Our research, however, shows that these policies have not
been fully respected by the IFTTT SmartApp, possibly due
to the lack of coordination between the two clouds. Specifi-
cally, we found that by calling an API provided by the IFTTT
SmartApp, the SmartThings user can get the secret URL. This
violates SmartThings’ policy that allows a device administra-
tor (e.g., an Airbnb host) to temporarily delegate the access
right on her devices to a user (e.g., delegating the SmartThings
switch to an Airbnb guest to operate the lock) and later re-
voke the right. That is, once the delegatee user acquires the
URL, he retains a direct channel to communicate with the
IFTTT device, even after the administrator revokes his access
to the device on SmartThings: for example, through the URL,
which serves as an authentication token, the user can send a
fake event (e.g., switch is off) on behalf of the SmartThings
device (e.g., the smart switch) so as to trigger the action on
the IFTTT side (e.g., open the lock).

PoC exploit on Flaw 2. We conducted a PoC attack to exploit
the flaw. As outlined in Figure 3, we configured our August
smart lock on the IFTTT cloud, such that an applet in the
IFTTT cloud will open/close our lock upon receiving the
switch event from the SmartThings cloud – a normal usage
scenario intended by the IFTTT platform; we also configured
our smart switch on SmartThings: when the switch is turned
on or off, an event will be issued by the IFTTT SmartApp
through the IFTTT cloud, leading to different operations on
the lock.

After that, we temporarily invited a “malicious” user to
access the switch on the SmartThings cloud. Note that, on
SmartThings, devices a user can access are organized as a
group called location, which also includes the SmartApps
related to the devices (e.g., the IFTTT SmartApp); also,
location is SmartThings’ smallest unit for device delegation:
if the administrator wants to give the access to devices at a
location, he needs to pass the control on the location to the
delegatee user. In our attack, with access to the location, the
malicious delegatee user could obtain the secret URL from
the IFTTT SmartApp by calling the Web API it hosts (a URL
endpoint, such as https://graph.api.smartthings.com/
api/smartapps/[32-digit-string]/subscriptions,

https://graph.api.smartthings.com/api/smartapps/[32-digit-string]/subscriptions
https://graph.api.smartthings.com/api/smartapps/[32-digit-string]/subscriptions


specific to the IFTTT SmartApp in a particular location).
To get the Web API, the delegatee user called a public
Web API of the SmartThings cloud (https://graph.api.
smartthings.com/api/smartapps/endpoints), which is
designed to return to a client the Web APIs available in the
location that the client has access to. In our attack, by simply
calling the returned Web API, the delegatee user obtained the
secret URL from the IFTTT SmartApp; then by posting an
HTTP request to the URL, the user was able to trigger the
IFTTT applet to open the smart lock, even after his access
had been revoked in the SmartThings cloud.

Discussion. Here, the problem comes from the misaligned se-
curity policies between SmartThings and IFTTT. Specifically,
the IFTTT SmartApp simply trusts any user with access to the
devices, and discloses the URL – a security token – to the ma-
licious delegatee user. Such an operation, however, completely
invalidates SmartThings’ enforcement of its delegation revo-
cation policy. Also importantly, since the URL is hosted by
the IFTTT cloud, there can be no easy way for SmartThings to
revoke the URL, without the proper policy coordination from
IFTTT or a mechanism supported by IFTTT for SmartThings
to revoke the URL anytime it wants (e.g., once SmartThings
revokes access of a delegatee user). However, our study indi-
cates that proper cross-cloud policy coordination is absent in
today’s IoT ecosystem.

Responsible disclosure. We reported both flaws to affected
parties including Google Home, SmartThings, etc., who ac-
knowledged the seriousness of the problems. SmartThings
awarded us through their bug bounty program.

3.2 Inadequate Policy Enforcement
In addition to conflicting security policies across clouds, the
access delegation mechanisms developed by individual clouds
also turn out to be ad-hoc, likely due to the constraints of
their systems’ functionalities and the absence of a standard-
ized IoT delegation protocol. This leads to a problem that
those real-world delegation operations often have not been
rigorously verified and therefore their enforcement of dele-
gation policies can be vulnerable. Following we elaborate
on three security-critical flaws discovered from popular IoT
clouds, which demonstrate the importance of systematic secu-
rity analysis on today’s heterogeneous, ad-hoc IoT delegation
ecosystem, as we propose in the paper.
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Figure 4: Policy violation between LIFX and SmartThings

Flaw 3: Exposing hidden devices in the delegator cloud.
LIFX [17] is a popular IoT manufacturer whose cloud can del-
egate device access to other clouds, such as SmartThings, for

example, when the device administrator wants to use Smart-
Things to manage all her devices. To support the delegation
protocol of LIFX, the SmartThings cloud runs a LIFX Smar-
tApp for the cross-cloud device access (Figure 4), like the
delegation from IFTTT (Flaw 2). Again, the LIFX SmartApp
not only serves as the interface between the two clouds, but
also helps SmartThings manage the access to LIFX devices.

As mentioned earlier (Section 3.1), on SmartThings, de-
vices that the user can access and related SmartApps are
grouped into a location, including devices behind the dele-
gator clouds. In reality, however, a property manager or an
Airbnb host (the administrator) may not want to give her
tenant access to all her devices (e.g. the smart lock for the
owner’s room in a rented-out apartment). This is supported
by the LIFX SmartApp in her location, which can be autho-
rized to access all LIFX devices of the administrator (with the
OAuth token issued by the LIFX cloud), and in the meantime
can be configured to expose only a subset of the devices to
the location. As a result, the delegatee user (e.g., the tenant)
will only be able to use the subset of devices at the location
he is given access to.

However, we found that the LIFX SmartApp has not been
properly protected on the SmartThings cloud. It turns out that
the delegatee user on SmartThings is allowed to read from the
private storage of the SmartApp at the location, which allows
him to obtain the OAuth token kept there. This exposure has
serious consequences. No longer can the administrator hide
some LIFX devices from her delegatee, who can retrieve all
device IDs from the LIFX cloud through its List Lights API
[19] using the OAuth token, and further use the IDs and the
token to command any device under the administrator’s con-
trol through the Set State API [20]. Even more seriously, this
unauthorized privilege will be kept by the user even after his
right has been revoked by the administrator on SmartThings.
Further, our measurment study (Section 5.2) shows that the
problem also affects tens of other IoT vendors that delegate
to SmartThings access to their devices.

PoC exploit on Flaw 3. To exploit the above weakness, we
performed an end-to-end attack with our own LIFX bulbs.
As outlined in Figure 4, we first delegated all LIFX bulbs
to the SmartThings cloud and configured the LIFX Smar-
tApp to expose only bulb1 (the one with ID1) to our Smart-
Things location. Then, we delegated the SmartThings lo-
cation to the malicious user for accessing bulb1 (with all
other bulbs hidden). However, since the malicious delegatee
gained the access to the location, he successfully obtained
the OAuth token from SmartThings IDE system [37], Smart-
Things’ Web-based management console that shows Smar-
tApps in the location and their storage. With the OAuth to-
ken, the malicious user could acquire IDs of the administra-
tor’s other bulbs from LIFX List Lights Web API (https:
//api.lifx.com/v1/lights/all, used to list all devices
available to a client) [19] and then control them remotely [20].

https://graph.api.smartthings.com/api/smartapps/endpoints
https://graph.api.smartthings.com/api/smartapps/endpoints
https://api.lifx.com/v1/lights/all
https://api.lifx.com/v1/lights/all


Flaw 4: OAuth pitfall. Not only do custom delegation mech-
anisms operated by today’s mainstream IoT clouds (e.g.,
Google, SmartThings, IFTTT, etc.) all contain serious security
weaknesses (Flaw 1-3), but our research further shows that
even a direct application of OAuth [24] – a cross-service del-
egation standard, to the complicated IoT delegation turns out
to be error-prone. The new security problem we discovered
affects several IoT vendors, including KEYGMA, MOES,
Useelink, etc. (see Section 5.2)
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Figure 5: Independent OAuth Tokens for third-parties

Specifically, let us use Tuya as an example (Figure 5). The
cloud allows the user to control her devices through Google
Home. To delegate the privilege to Google, Tuya implements
the standard OAuth protocol (Section 2): the user on Google
Home can enter her Tuya credentials, and if she is allowed
to access the device, Tuya will forward an OAuth token to
Google Home, enabling her to control the device.

To find out whether Tuya’s OAuth protocol can ensure se-
cure delegation, we inspected the OAuth specification [39] in
our research, and found that one of its recommended imple-
mentation options, which has been taken by Tuya, actually
violates the transitivity property expected in IoT delegation
(see Section 2.3). When a service gives an OAuth token to its
delegatee service, the token can be issued on behalf of either
(1) the user who initiates the OAuth process (e.g., the user
in Figure 5), or (2) the delegatee service (e.g., Google Home
in Figure 5).2 In our study, we found that Tuya’s implemen-
tation of OAuth takes the second option, which introduces a
serious security risk. Specifically, after a Tuya user delegates
to Google her device access, the OAuth token Tuya issues to
Google is not on behalf of the user but in the name of Google.
As a result, when the user’s access right is revoked on the
Tuya cloud, he can still access the device through Google
Home using its OAuth token, since the token from Tuya’s
perspective is independent of the user so it will not be invali-
dated when the user’s access right (which has already been
delegated out to Google) is taken away.

Again, this weakness can be exploited in the real world,
e.g., by a malicious Airbnb guest (or property tenant) to retain
unauthorized device access. Specifically, the administrator on
the Tuya cloud (e.g., an Airbnb host or property manager) del-
egates device access to the user, and later revokes the access
through the Tuya cloud’s management console. However, if
the user has already strategically delegated his device access

2OAuth protocol specifies that “OAuth 2.0 authorization framework en-
ables a third-party application to obtain limited access to an HTTP service,
either on behalf of a resource owner by orchestrating an approval interac-
tion between the resource owner and the HTTP service, or by allowing the
third-party application to obtain access on its own behalf" [39].

to Google Home, he will still be able to stealthily operate on
the devices through Google Home, even after his access is
revoked by the Tuya cloud.
PoC exploit on Flaw 4. We conducted a PoC attack to exploit
the vulnerability. As shown in Figure 5, we first delegated the
access to a Tuya smart plug to a malicious Tuya user through
the Tuya cloud. Then, the delegatee further gave his privilege
to his own Google Home account. After the user’s access
right was revoked on the Tuya cloud, he could still use his
Google Home app to control the plug.
Discussion. This problem was first discovered through a man-
ual check of the Tuya delegation process, which motivated
this research. This case inspired us that the cross-cloud dele-
gation in IoT can introduce new risks compared to traditional
cross-website delegation scenarios, due to the different appli-
cation paradigm and security requirements. For example, in a
traditional scenario, when a user delegates access to her Face-
book account to another Website via OAuth, her Facebook
account would be almost impossible to be revoked by another
party, and thus the need to invalidate the OAuth token follow-
ing a revocation of the user’s own Facebook access is less
prominent. That is, delegation transitivity (see Section 2.3)
is a less prominent security risk there. In contrast, delegating
access to an untrusted user (e.g., an Airbnb guest or prop-
erty tenant) and frequent access revocation in IoT context are
commonplace. This requires IoT applications to appreciate
delegation transitivity when applying OAuth, which, however,
is less understood before.
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Figure 6: Insecure revocation of Philips Hue

Flaw 5: Abusing cross-cloud delegation API. As men-
tioned earlier, IoT device vendors’ clouds (device vendor
cloud) allow the user to operate on her devices through either
the device vendor cloud, or the delegatee cloud. In our study,
we found that an unauthorized user in the device vendor cloud
can abuse the delegation APIs provided to the delegatee cloud,
and get unauthorized device access, as elaborated below.

Philips Hue lets the device administrator (e.g., an Airbnb
host or property manager) delegate device access to another
Philips user (e.g., an Airbnb guest or property tenant). For
example, Figure 6 shows that the delegatee user is given ac-
cess to a Philips Hue bridge. Use of the Hue bridge can be
done through the delegatee user’s mobile app: (1) he first
presses a physical button on the device (to enable a binding
process); (2) the Philips app automatically fetches a secret
token, called whitelistID, from the device through the local
network they are all connected to; (3) the user then logs into
his Philips app to obtain an OAuth token from the Philips
cloud. With these two tokens, the user can issue commands to



the Hue bridge through the Philips cloud. The cloud checks
the OAuth token, and forwards the commands to the device,
which verifies whitelistID. To revoke the delegatee user’s
access (e.g., after the tenant/guest checks out), according to
its official documentation [30], Philips takes an easy path: the
administrator just needs to go to her cloud console to remove
the delegatee’s whitelistID. As a result, the delegatee’s fu-
ture commands will be denied by the device, since it already
drops his whitelistID.

Although the Philips delegatee user apparently loses his
access to the device, this revocation enforcement turned out
to be incomplete: even without whitelstID, the delegatee
user’s account still remains on the device’s access list main-
tained by the Philips cloud. This may not be exploited if
we look at the Philips cloud alone, but allows the delegatee
user to re-obtain the access to the device by abusing Philips
Hue’s cross-cloud delegation APIs, which is another avenue
to access the device.

Specifically, the Philips cloud has an API interface for
delegating device access to another IoT cloud, allowing a user
to remotely control Philips Hue devices from the delegatee
cloud. For this purpose, the user enters her Philips credentials
in the delegatee cloud, which then calls Philips Hue cloud
delegation API [28]; this will return not only an OAuth token
but also a fresh whitelistID generated by the device, which
based on the Philips cloud-side access list is accessible to
the user. With the two tokens, the delegatee cloud can issue
commands to the Philips Hue cloud to operate the device
(through Philips Hue remote control API [31]). Such a cross-
cloud delegation mechanism can be utilized for an attack:
the Philips delegatee user whose access has been revoked
can leverage a delegatee cloud (e.g., SmartThings, see PoC
exploit below) to still control the Philips device.

PoC exploit on Flaw 5. In our attack, we used SmartThings
as the delegatee cloud, to gain the unauthorized access to our
Philips Hue bridge. In particular, SmartThings allows us to
upload a SmartApp to work with the Philips Hue cloud, which
gives us a vantage point to observe the internal operations
on the delegatee cloud side (e.g., what the delegatee can re-
ceive from Philips). In our implementation of the SmartApp,
we utilized the SmartThings service (e.g., the Web Services
SmartApp [41]) to construct an OAuth client and registered a
service with Philips Hue to initiate the delegation process [27].
By doing so, our SmartApp successfully invoked Philips dele-
gation APIs to obtain a fresh WhitelistID and OAuth token.
This enabled us to get access to the Philips Hue bridge even
after our access had been revoked on the device.

Responsible disclosure. We reported all the problems to re-
lated parties, e.g., Samsung SmartThings, Tuya, Philips Hue,
which are taking serious actions to address them: SmartThings
and Tuya have deployed a fix, and Philips Hue confirmed that
they will release the fix to our reported vulnerability in their
upcoming update.

4 System Modeling and Formal Verification

In this section, we elaborate on the design and implementation
of VerioT, our semi-automatic tool for detecting delegation
flaws in real-world IoT clouds.

4.1 Overview
At a high level, IoT delegation systems should ensure that
the unauthorized delegatee user should not have a path to
access IoT devices which he is not entitled to access. To detect
security flaws in real-world delegation systems, our approach
is to model their delegation operations as a transition system,
and leverages a model checker to verify whether pre-defined
security properties hold in the model. The counterexamples
reported by the model checker indicate security flaws in the
IoT cloud systems that are described by the model. Also,
the flaws reported by VerioT are manually validated on real-
world IoT clouds to confirm their presence.
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Figure 7: The architecture of VerioT

Architecture. Since different clouds often support different
sets of delegation operations (e.g., either issuing an OAuth
token or secret URL to its delegatee cloud, or hosting APIs
for delegatee cloud to invoke, etc.), we cannot build a single
unified model that can describe any clouds and their corre-
sponding delegation operations. Hence, our approach is to
model each specific set of real-world clouds between which
delegations can happen (e.g., LIFX cloud and SmartThings
cloud in Figure 8), called a delegation setting (or dele-setting).
The model of a dele-setting then goes through our model
checker for flaw detection.

To this end, we built VerioT that includes 3 core compo-
nents: a model generator, a model checker, and a counterex-
ample analyzer (or simply analyzer), as outlined in Figure 7.
More specifically, model generator generates the model for
each dele-setting found in the real-world. To this end, model
generator takes as input a configuration file that lists the
actors (the delegator and delegatee clouds, user, device) in
the dele-setting and delegation operations supported by the
actors (e.g., issuing a new OAuth token), and generates a state
machine model for the dele-setting. The model describes the
states of all actors (the clouds, user, etc.) in the system, and
delegation operations an actor can perform which triggers
state transitions; an actor in a state records its set of data that
have been generated and transferred between actors due to



delegation operations, e.g., an OAuth token it obtained from
its delegator through an OAuth operation (Section 4.2). The
model is specified using the Promela language [32] – Promela
models can be verified with the off-the-shelf model checker
Spin [38] that is used in our research (Section 4.3). Internally,
to generate a model, model generator leverages a general
base model (with a few actors and basic types of delegation
operations specified in Promela language), and extends it by
adding additional operations supported in the dele-setting to
the base model, which are already modeled as a one-time ef-
fort and stored in our delegation operation templates database
(Section 4.2).

For detecting delegation flaws, the model generated by
model generator then goes through our model checker for
verification with respect to pre-defined security properties
(Section 4.3). Specifically, model checker reports a counterex-
ample if it can find a state that has an access path across
actors in the system that enables an unauthorized user actor
to reach the device actor. More specifically, since the state
machine model records the dataset each actor holds, if a user
actor holds a token (e.g., OAuth token) that is issued by a
cloud actor for accessing a device, we consider the user has
an access path to access the device (via the cloud), no matter
through what operations the user actor obtained the token (e.g.,
through regular OAuth operation, invocation of cloud delega-
tion APIs, etc.). When the user actor is in a state following a
delegation revocation operation, while he still has a path to
the device, model checker reports a counterexample. Then the
counterexample is analyzed and manually confirmed through
proof-of-concept exploit (Flaw 1-3 and Flow 5 in Section 3)
on real IoT clouds.
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Example. Here, we take Flaw 3 (Section 3.2) as an example to
describe how our approach detects IoT delegation flaw. In our
model of dele-setting for LIFX and SmartThings (outlined in
Figure 8), each actor is specified in Promela language as a vari-
able (e.g., LIFX_bulb, LIFX_cloud, SmartT hings_cloud,
SmartT hings_user, see section 4.4); each delegation opera-
tion is represented by a function that can be called on the actor
variable(s), e.g., actor LIFX_cloud can perform OAuth oper-
ation with actor SmartT hings_cloud, which generates a new
token tokenli f x and gives it to the latter actor; for a state tran-
sition, a non-deterministic choice is made to randomly choose
one operation to execute. In the state machine model, after
the user’s access is revoked by SmartThings cloud through
the revocation operation (un-share in Figure 8), the checker
verifies the current state using our security property – he
should not have an access path to reach the device (see the
formal definition of security property in Section 4.3). To this

end, the checker inspected the data each actor in the current
state holds, and found a counterexample: the user actor holds
a token issued by LIFX cloud (i.e., OAuth token tokenli f x),
which he obtained from reading the storage of LIFX Smar-
tApp (in SmartThings) in a previous state (before his access
is revoked); such a token allows the user, whose access right
has been revoked on SmartThings cloud, to still access the
device through LIFX cloud.

4.2 Modeling IoT Delegation

The state machine model. We model IoT delegation as a
state machine M = (A , S , O, T , s0). Here A is the set of actors
(clouds, devices, users); S is a set of states, in each of which an
actor can perform a delegation related operation (e.g., issuing
an OAuth token to another actor, invoking an API); each
state records the data that each actor holds (e.g., an OAuth
token, device ID, etc., obtained through delegation operations)
and the access control list if the actor maintains one; s0 (s0
∈ S ) is the initial state where no delegation operation has
been performed in the system. O is a finite set of delegation
related operations (e.g., OAuth – issuing an OAuth token, see
definition below). T is a transition function that drives the
system to transit from one state to the next.

Specifically, for each actor ai (ai ∈ A), we use two data
sets, Recvai and Issuai , to record the tokens ai received (from
its delegators) and issued (to its delegatees) during delega-
tion operations, respectively. For example, when ai issues an
OAuth token to a j during an OAuth operation, the token will
be recorded in both Issuai and Recva j . Further, each cloud
actor in M maintains an access control list, i.e., a relation
that maps the tokens it issues and the tokens it receives. For
example, the SmartThings cloud (see Figure 8) sends out a
token (tokensmartthings) to the user, which is mapped to the
token SmartThings receives from the LIFX cloud (tokenli f x)
for accessing a certain LIFX bulb; intuitively, when the user
presents tokensmartthings to the SmartThings cloud to access
the bulb, based on the mapping, only if tokensmartthings is
mapped to the tokenli f x – an access control check – will the
SmartThings cloud forward the access request to the LIFX
cloud together with tokenli f x. To model such access control
mapping maintained by ai, we use a set ACLai , which con-
sists of a set of 2-tuple (token,T ), where token ∈ Issuai , and
T ∈ P(Recvai)

3; intuitively, for example, the mapping from
tokensmartthings to {tokenli f x} indicates that the access right
represented by tokenli f x (the access right to the bulb dele-
gated out by LIFX cloud), is delegated to tokensmartthings (by
SmartThings cloud).

Def. 1. State: A state sk(sk ∈S ) records each actor’s token

3P(x) is the power set of set x. We use P(Recvai ) (versus Recvai ) since the
cloud such as SmartThings can map a token it issued to its user to multiple
tokens it received from its delegator cloud (to access multiple devices in the
delegator cloud).



sets and ACL set: sk =
⋃

ai∈A
{ Recvai , Issuai ,ACLai}, among

which, the initial state s0 =
⋃

ai∈A
{ ∅,∅,∅ }.

Def. 2. Operation: A delegation operation from ai to a j indi-
cates ai grants/revokes access right to/from a j, which implies
changes to their token sets and ACL sets. For example, the
OAuth operation (OAuth ∈ O), e.g., OAuth between the LIFX
cloud (ai) and the SmartThings cloud (a j) in Figure 8, mod-
eled as OAuth(ai,a j,T ), performed by ai, to delegate access
right T (T ∈ P(Recvai)) to a j, is defined as:

token := newOAuthToken()

Issuai := Issuai ∪{ token }
Recva j := Recva j ∪{ token }
ACLai := ACLai ∪{ (token,T ) }

Further, ai may need to revoke the issued OAuth token;
correspondingly, the un-OAuth operation (un-OAuth ∈ O),
modeled as un-OAuth(ai, token), performed by ai, to revoke
token token, is defined as:{

Issuai := Issuai −{ token }
ACLai := ACLai −{ (token,T ) | (token,T ) ∈ ACLai}

Altogether, we modeled nine delegation operations, as sum-
marized in Table 1 (with their formal definitions in Appendix
A).

Table 1: Summary of delegation operations
Operation Type Semantic Meaning

bind bind (register) a device to its vendor cloud
unbind unbind the device from vendor cloud, e.g., reset
share delegate an access to a user

un-share revoke an access of a user
OAuth authorize another party through OAuth protocol

un-OAuth revoke an OAuth authorization
setTrigger set a trigger-action rule

un-setTrigger remove the trigger-action rule
APIRequest send API requests (e.g., Web API request)

Def. 3. Transition : T : S×O → S is a function that drives
the transition from one state to the next. For example, T (si,
OAuth) = s j (where si,s j ∈ S ) indicates that an OAuth opera-
tion in state si drives the system to state s j.

Generating models for different real-world dele-settings.
Based on the model definition, our model generator models
each dele-setting and generates the model specified using the
Promela language [32]. Given the heterogeneous delegation
mechanisms supported in different clouds, and the large num-
ber of dele-settings in the real world – for example, the dele-
gations from SmartThings to Google Home (Flaw 1), IFTTT
to SmartThings (Flaw 2), and LIFX to SmartThings (Flaw 3),
are all different dele-settings – manually modeling each dele-
setting needs substantial human efforts. To address this scal-
ability problem, model generator leverages an observation:
IoT clouds’ delegation mechanisms are often comprised of
common, basic types of operations, such as issuing/revoking

a token, giving/removing access to a user, API requests that
come with data exchange, etc. Hence, to generate a model for
a specific dele-setting, model generator leverages a general
base model and extends it by adding actors, and delegation
operations supported in the dele-setting.

Specifically, the base model includes a minimum set of ac-
tors (i.e., two devices, a delegator cloud, a delegatee cloud, and
a user), and delegation operations that trigger the state transi-
tions. As mentioned earlier (Section 4.1), the base model is
specified in the Promela language: each actor is a variable and
has a corresponding dataset (including token set and ACL set,
see Def. 1); each operation is specified as a function that can
be called on the actor variable(s), which incurs changes to the
dataset of the actors. The extending process is facilitated by
adding basic types of operations to the base model, which are
all modeled (one-time effort) and stored as template functions
in our delegation operation templates database: it includes
the basic delegation operations (see Table 1) summarized
from 10 mainstream IoT clouds (see Section 5). Note that,
the same operation in two dele-settings, e.g., share (denoting
that the cloud delegates an access to the user, see Table 1),
may incur different dataset changes to the actors: in one share
operation, the cloud actor may issue a new token to the user,
and in the other the cloud actor may also pass along an exist-
ing token obtained from its delegator cloud to the user (see
Flaw 3). In this case, our template database keeps the two
different share operations respectively (as different template
functions), recorded as sub-types of share.

Also, as mentioned earlier, the list of actors and operations
to add to the base model are specified in the configuration
file of a dele-setting. The configuration file is built manu-
ally after inspection of those clouds’ delegation operations.
Specifically, we look at the delegation operations supported
by the clouds, and understand the data flows incurred by each
operation (e.g., issuing a token to the user). This is done by
reading their developer documentations, user manuals, and
inspecting the network traffic of their mobile apps, etc.

4.3 Detecting Flaws

Formal verification. With the generated models specified
in Promela, we leverage an off-the-shelf model checker
Spin [38] to verify the models on a generalized security prop-
erty, which we elaborate as follows.

Def. 4. Access Path: An access path from a j to am is an
ordered sequence of actors, v = (a j,a1,a2, ...,an,am), along
which a j can reach am, if either n > 0 and F(a j,am,v) 6= ∅
(see definition below), or n = 0 and Recva j ∩ Issuam 6=∅.

f (K,ACLai) =
⋃

token∈K,(token,T )∈ACLai

{t | t ∈ T}

F(a j,a1,v) = f ( Recva j , ACLa1)

F(a j,ak,v) = f ( F(a j,ak−1,v), ACLak ), (2≤ k ≤ n)

F(a j,am,v) = F(a j,an,v)∩ Issuam



Intuitively, an access path allows a user to access a target
device through the delegation of other actors on the path; in
a special case, n = 0 means the user can access the target
device directly using his token issued by the device. Taking
the SmartThings-LIFX example above (Section 4.2), a user
(a j), with the token tokensmartthings, is allowed to access am
(a LIFX bulb), along the path through two actors (the Smart-
Things cloud and the LIFX cloud), given the tokens they issue
(tokensmartthings and tokenli f x) and their ACL sets.

To validate whether a j to am has an access path v, we
leverage F(a j,am,v): intuitively, F(a j,am,v) yields the set
of access rights that are delegated out by am, through other
actors on the path and finally delegated to a j (represented
by Recva j ); F(a j,am,v) 6= ∅ means a j has at least one
access right (represented by Recva j ) that allows to access
am. Also note that, f (K,ACLai) yields, given a set of to-
kens K, the access rights of ai that are delegated to the
receiver of K. Taking the SmartThings example again,
f ({tokensmartthings},ACLasmartthings) yields a set {tokenli f x},
that represents the right of SmartThings to access the bulb,
which is delegated by SmartThings to the user receiving the
token set {tokensmartthings}.
Def. 5. Security Property: Given a device am, a user a j
should not find an access path that lets him access the device
that he is not entitled to. The property can be specified as:
Recva j ∩ Issuam = ∅, and ∀ v ∈ { (a j,a1,a2, ...,an,am) | ak ∈ A −
{a j,am},1≤ k ≤ n, n > 0 }, F(a j, am,v) =∅.

With respect to the property, our model checker reports
a counterexample (security property violation) if it can find
an access path across actors in the system that enables an
unauthorized user actor to access the device actor. Such a
detection is performed when certain state transitions occur in
the system, e.g., once a user’s access is revoked, the checker
verifies whether he can still access the device.

Analyzing the counterexamples. Fully automated valida-
tion of reported counterexample on real-world IoT clouds
is nontrivial, since the end-to-end validation requires one to
set up devices under those clouds, register user accounts, and
perform delegation operations on the clouds’ management
consoles, mobile apps, and even through physically touch-
ing the device, etc. So we manually validated the reported
counterexamples by performing proof-of-concept end-to-end
exploits on corresponding clouds (see PoC exploits in Sec-
tion 3).

4.4 Implementation of VerioT

We provide implementation details of VerioT in this section;
its full source code and a video demo on its usage are released
online [34].
• The Delegate Operation Templates Database. We inspected
delegation operations supported on 10 mainstream IoT clouds
(SmartThings, IFTTT, Google Home, Wink, Amazon Alexa,

Philips Hue, LIFX, August, MiHome, iHome) and generalized
nine basic types of operations, such as OAuth, share (see
Table 1). Each operation also incurs data changes to the actors
in the states, e.g., OAuth operation performed by a delegator
will generate a token, held by both delegator and delegatee
actors in their storage. In our implementation, each basic
operation is represented as a template function using Promela
language. Different sub-types of an operation (see Section 4.2)
has separate template functions, indexed in the Templates
Database by the operation name and template number. All
template functions in the templates database are released
online [25].
• The Configuration file and the Model Generator. The
Configuration file lists actors in the dele-setting, opera-
tions supported by the actors (with reference to the opera-
tions’ template code in the database), and optionally lists
more actors (e.g., additional clouds and devices) that the dele-
setting involves but missing in the base model. An example
configuration (for the dele-setting of LIFX and SmartThings)
is illustrated in Figure 9. It lists five actors (Line 1-6), and
delegation operations supported by each actor (Line 8-17),
for example, delegatee cloud LIFX can perform share opera-
tion with the user, whose template function is referenced in
the templates database (by share_template:2). The model
generator takes the Configuration file as input, constructs
actors and their storage (token set and ACL set, see Def.
1) in Promela language; then based on the operations each
actor supports, pulls template functions from the templates
database to generate a model, represented in Promela code.
The generator is implemented in Python with 1,000 lines of
source code. The generated models of each dele-setting in our
research (in Promela code) and all configuration files used to
generate the models are released online [40].

Figure 9: Configuration file example

4.5 Results and Discussion
We applied VerioT to assess the security of 10 mainstream

IoT clouds (see Section 5) for their cross-cloud delegation,
and identified 6 new delegation flaws (including flaws of
MiHome and Wink in Section 5, Flaw 1-3 and 5 in Section 3)
affecting all the ten clouds. We manually confirmed all the
flaws, and implemented end-to-end PoC attacks using real
devices of ours for five of the flaws. The measurement details



on these flaws are presented in Section 5.

Discussion of limitation and coverage. As mentioned ear-
lier (Section 4.2), constructing a Configuration file in our
study involves manual efforts to understand the target system,
i.e., delegation operations it supports and data set changes
they incur (e.g., token set, see Def. 1). To this end, we read
their developer documentation and user manuals to learn such
information; based on the devices we have, we also manually
performed those delegations operations, and monitored the
network traffic of the companion mobile apps (for each dele-
setting in Section 3, we used a few devices discussed in the
PoC attacks). The construction of a Configuration took 5
to 30 hours in our study (based on the length of the documen-
tation and the number of supported delegation operations in
the dele-setting).

In the absence of a standardized and well specified delega-
tion protocol for IoT clouds, we may not know all information
of a particular cross-cloud delegation system (all delegation
operations it supports, all data/token flows incurred by the
delegation operations, and internal access list the cloud main-
tains, etc.). Similar to the prior work [55], our strategy is to
start with a simple model, and introduce additional complexity
into the model if no counterexamples are found. Specifically,
we progressively add more operations and their corresponding
data flows to the model, along the way we understand the cor-
responding system’s operations, until the model is complete
enough to report a flaw.

Also, the access management and delegation-related opera-
tions on real-world IoT cloud systems can be very complex.
Hence, in some cases we need to abstract the real-world sys-
tems so as to start with a relatively simple model, before we
can progressively enrich the model to better approximate the
real systems. In particular, we focus on the delegation opera-
tions and look for all possible avenues where tokens can be
transferred and shared between actors (e.g., programmatic
Web API calls and manual Web console access – both ab-
stracted and modeled as APIRequest operation), and ignore
complex usage contexts (e.g., whether it is programmatic or
manual Web access, SmartThings’ location, etc.). Let us take
Flaw 1 as an example. Although SmartThings device ID is
a security token only under certain usage context (i.e., it is
a security token in trigger-action based device access, but
not in direct device access, see Section 3.1), in our model
of SmartThings-Google Home dele-setting, we made an as-
sumption to ignore the usage contexts and simply considered
SmartThings device ID as a security token that can be used
to access the device. Further, as we studied Google Home
documentation and looked at the network traffic of Google
Home mobile app, we learnt that Google Home cloud trans-
ferred the SmartThings device ID to the user-end app when
sharing with him the access to the SmartThings device; cor-
respondingly, in our modeling, the user actor will add the
SmartThings device ID to his token set once Google Home
performs a share operation (see Table 1) with the user actor.

Based on the model, when our checker Spin enumerates all
possible states by running different delegation operations (im-
plemented as functions in Promela language), it found that
the user actor had an access path to the SmartThings device
(via SmartThings cloud) based on the device ID he held in his
token set, even after Google Home performed an un-share
operation to revoke the user’s access to the device. Note that,
in our modeling of the un-share operation, Google Home
will only revoke any token it generated and shared with the
user, but will not revoke the SmartThings device ID – this is
because we did not find any APIs or mechanisms provided by
SmartThings for doing so, based on public documentations.
Last, as mentioned earlier, the bug found in the verification
process was then confirmed through PoC experiments using
our real devices.

In the absence of a standardized IoT delegation protocol, al-
though we may not have full information of a particular cross-
cloud delegation system (all delegation operations it supports,
its internal access management, etc.), our approach has demon-
strated its feasibility in identifying delegation weaknesses
with public information of those systems. Also, real-world
IoT vendors, with full information about their delegation pro-
tocols and operations, can use our approach and tool to verify
their systems.

Last, VerioT facilitates automatic search on all possible
states in the model, under the constraints of the search depth
set for SPIN, 20,000 in our experiment. Note that a delegation
system with just a few actors can have hundreds or even
thousands of states, considering the operations in different
orders among the actors, which are hard to inspect manually.

5 Measurement

5.1 Prevalence of Vulnerable Delegation

With the help of VerioT, we evaluated the security risks in
access delegation of 10 mainstream IoT clouds, including
both device vendor clouds – delegator clouds – and delegatee
clouds.

Device vendor clouds. We evaluated 5 mainstream device
vendor clouds, Philips Hue [26], August [8], LIFX [17], Mi-
Home [21], and iHome [14], who collectively have millions
of users worldwide [9, 15, 18, 22, 29]. It turned out all these
clouds are either vulnerable themselves, or delegate device
access to a vulnerable delegatee cloud (e.g., Google Home,
SmartThings, etc., see below).

Of particular concern observed here is that those clouds
typically developed their customized, often ad-hoc delegation
management, which highlights the heterogeneous, problem-
atic IoT delegation ecosystem in the absence of a standard,
secure delegation protocol. Flaw 5 is one example of such. As
another example (Flaw 6), we found MiHome cloud delegates
two tokens – one token generated by the cloud and one secret
string generated by the device – to its delegatee user; when



MiHome revokes the delegatee user’s access, it invalids the
token on the cloud, but does not inform the device to inval-
idate the secret string. Through our end-to-end experiment
using our own device, we found this flaw introduces security
risks in the real world scenario: even after the delegatee user’s
access is revoked (e.g., after an Airbnb guest checks out), as
long as he can still connect to the local network where the
device connects to (e.g., by going close to the Airbnb house),
he can use the secret string as a token to command the device.
Such a device under MiHome cloud can be a door lock, that
can let the unauthorized user enter the house. Further, VerioT
did not report any flaws on August or iHome clouds. However,
their devices can be registered to SmartThings, and thereby
potentially affected by Flaw 1.

Delegatee clouds. VerioT also helped us evaluate popu-
lar delegatee clouds, Google Home [12], Samsung Smart-
Things [33], IFTTT [13], Amazon Alexa [7], and Wink [42].
It turned out that all of them are affected by insecure delega-
tion management. Specifically, in addition to Flaw 1-3 that
indicate design faults of Google Home, SmartThings, and
IFTTT, we found another flaw in Wink cloud (Flaw 7), who
is also confused with its delegator clouds’ security policies
and unwittingly leak their device IDs to untrusted delegatee
users. This presents a risk similar to Flaw 1. Further, albeit
VerioT did not report a flaw on Amazon Alexa, it is affected
by Flaw 3: Alexa supports to delegate access to SmartThings
cloud, which was found to leak the delegator’s token.

5.2 Scope of Impact
In our study, we also measured the scope of the impacts by
major security problems discussed in Section 3.
IoT clouds affected by Flaw 1. In Flaw 1, Google Home
discloses device ID of its delegator cloud (i.e., SmartThings),
and an unauthorized delegatee user can leverage the obtained
device ID to impersonate device events and unlock a smart
door on SmartThings. With this flaw, any delegator of Google
Home is affected if device ID on its cloud serves as a se-
cret token. To better understand the scope of affected dele-
gator clouds, we manually inspected nine delegator clouds
and found that three of them use device ID as a secret token:
SmartThings, TP-Link Kasa and elinkSmart (names of the
nine clouds are released online [2]). We launched end-to-end
attack against SmartThings (see PoC exploit on Flaw 1). For
other two clouds, through inspecting their documentations
and prior works [52, 76] that specified the functionality of
their device IDs, the problem is also alarming: an attacker
may leverage their device IDs to send fake device events on
behalf of the device, and trigger other sensitive devices (e.g.,
door locks), based on trigger rules on the two clouds.
IoT clouds affected by Flaw 2. With Flaw 2 (Section 3.1), all
vendors that delegate access to IFTTT are potentially affected.
We illustrate 34 IoT vendors (names released online [2]) that
delegate access to IFTTT, whose products/services range from

smart lights (e.g., LIFX) to home security devices (e.g., Arlo).
IoT clouds affected by Flaw 3. In Flaw 3 (Section 3.2),
SmartThings cloud leaks the credential (e.g., OAuth token)
stored by its delegator clouds in their SmartApps. Therefore,
any delegator cloud that stores sensitive information/token
in its SmartApp is affected by Flaw 3. From 127 devices
vendors that delegate access to SmartThings (see the list re-
leased online [2]), we manually reviewed their SmartApps that
are open-source (on SmartThings’ official Github repository
[36]), and found that 18 SmartApps (see the full list online [2])
store sensitive information (e.g., OAuth token, authentication
token, secret callback URL, etc). That is, 18 correspondingly
delegator clouds of SmartThings are potentially affected by
Flaw 3.
IoT clouds affected by Flaw 4. In Flaw 4, Tuya cloud in-
troduced a security risk in applying OAuth to cross-cloud
IoT delegation. Interestingly, we found that this single flaw
affected many IoT vendors. Specifically, Tuya not only man-
ufactures IoT devices itself, but also provides its IoT cloud
services to other device vendors, who do not own a cloud
themselves. That is, Tuya cloud serves as device vendor cloud
for devices manufactured by many other vendors. Interest-
ingly, given such a paradigm, all those vendors can be affected
by Flaw 1 on Tuya cloud (see a list of 58 affected IoT vendors
online [2]).
Conflicting security policies across clouds. As shown in
Section 3.1, different clouds have conflicting security policies
and may not have an effective mechanism to coordinate their
security assumptions and operations. To better understand
the scope of the problem, we inspected the developer doc-
umentations of popular delegatee clouds including Google
Home [11], Alexa [6] and Wink [43]. We found that, to offer
cross-cloud delegation services, they all ask their delegator
clouds to provide device information, including device ID,
name, model, version and type, in the delegation process.
However, based on available information, none of them com-
municated their security assumptions with delegator clouds:
they did not describe how they would handle the data (e.g.,
Google Home exposed the device ID and caused Flaw 1),
or requested information from their delegators to confirm
whether the data are security-sensitive. Such a finding further
suggests the general lack of coordinated security management
across IoT clouds.

6 Discussion and Future Work

Lessons learnt. The most important lesson learnt from our re-
search is the caution one should take when applying a custom
cross-cloud authorization scheme to today’s already compli-
cated IoT delegation. In the absence of a standardized, fully
verified cross-cloud delegation protocol, there is no guarantee
that the new mechanism would not inadvertently bring in new
security flaws, in policy setting or enforcement. To be more
specific, without fully understanding other parties’ security



constraints or adequately informing other parties of their own
security expectations, there is a risk that the delegator and the
delegatee violate each other’s security policies. An equally
common risk in IoT delegation is problematic security policy
enforcement due to lack of rigorous verification.

The risks reported in this paper affect scenarios of IoT ac-
cess delegation, which are common today. For example, an
Airbnb host often needs to delegate the access to her door
locks to Airbnb guests (for them to access the property) and
revoke the access later. Convenient delegation of (the access
to) smart locks to Airbnb guests during their reservation pe-
riod has been a prominent feature advocated by both Airbnb
and mainstream IoT vendors [3, 4, 5], including lock manu-
facturers August, Remotelock and AURMUR, etc.
New design principles. To avoid such risks, we propose three
principles for developing the delegation mechanism for indi-
vidual IoT clouds, before a consensus can be reached on a
standardized solution:

• Communicating security assumptions and constraints. Inad-
equate coordination of security requirements cross the clouds
is one of the major causes for security hazards found in the
heterogeneous IoT delegation. The problem can be addressed
by establishing a channel between clouds to exchange their
security constraints and assumptions. In particular, all clouds
in a delegation should coordinate their security policies: e.g.,
when one cloud discloses tokens/data shared with or obtained
from another cloud, it should be given (by the latter) the secu-
rity implications in doing so. To this end, a formal description
of such information can be helpful. This coordination effort
can also lay the foundation for the effort to standardize cross-
cloud IoT delegation.

• Decoupling the delegatee and the delegator clouds. As
shown in our research, real-world IoT clouds have devel-
oped heterogeneous and ad-hoc delegation protocols, which
made IoT clouds hard to decouple from each other and get
tangled in others’ access management: for example, IFTTT
runs its SmartApps on SmartThings to help the latter man-
age the access to IFTTT devices, but gets into a position
that can inadvertently violate the latter’s access policy. Over
the longer term, we envision that an IoT delegation protocol
should be standardized and verified, with necessary security
requirements and practice fully defined. This addresses the
fundamental cause of the flaws reported in the paper.

• Verifying delegation design whenever possible. As demon-
strated by our research, formal verification of a real-world
delegation mechanism can help reduce security risks. The
security property violations uncovered by a verification tool
tuned for IoT like VerioT can help vendors identify weak-
nesses in security policies and inadequate policy enforcement,
and thus lead to more secure IoT delegation ecosystem. Our
VerioT made a first step towards this end and further effort
needs to make to improve its efficacy.

Compositional verification. Modeling and verifying real-

world IoT delegation systems with many actors and opera-
tions is complicated. VerioT makes a first attempt towards
this end, though the model it verified is relatively small, typ-
ically involving two clouds and their supported operations.
Analysis of larger models needs compositional verification,
which however cannot be provided by Spin, the off-the-shelf
model checker used in VerioT. Other tools with the compo-
sition capability [60, 68] could potentially help us analyze
more complicated models. Enhancement of our technique
with these tools is left to our future research.

Automated vulnerability detection. Based on our under-
standing of the security risks in cross-cloud IoT access dele-
gation, we believe that more automatic security analysis and
vulnerability discovery are feasible. With the help of VerioT,
we were able to find the vulnerabilities reported in the paper in
a semi-automatic way. The manual effort in our current design
was made to capture the control flow and data flow of a delega-
tion process to build its state machine, which includes manual
inspection of developer documentation, analysis of communi-
cation traffic on the related mobile app, etc. The knowledge
discovery part (inspecting documents) could be automated
using Natural Language Processing (NLP), as did in the prior
research on security analysis of payment services [53]. We
envision that significant effort will be seen on this subject.

7 Related Work
IoT platform security. Many works have been done to an-
alyze security problems of the IoT Cloud, considering the
important role it plays. [56] first reported the coarse-grained
capability design and the insufficient protection in event sub-
system of SmartThings platform. [76] and [52] found flaws
in device management of IoT clouds, which both revealed
the serious consequences of leaking device identity. [74]
presented a system to discover inter-rule vulnerabilities on
IFTTT. In contrast, our work attempts to understand the se-
curity risks in cross-cloud IoT operations instead of identify-
ing the flaws on a single IoT cloud. Meanwhile, extensive
works [46, 50, 51, 66, 72, 75] are proposed to protect IoT sys-
tems. For example, [46, 50, 72] and [58] provided methods
on protecting the information/data flow. As for permission
protection, [66] proposed a fine-grained context-based per-
mission system. In contrast, we present a semi-automatic
verification tool (VerioT) to conduct the first security analy-
sis on the cross-cloud IoT access delegation process.

Permission delegation in IoT. Delegable authorization has
been well researched in the literature [47, 48, 49, 67, 70].
Unlike the theoretic models and expressive languages ana-
lyzed before, access control on today’s IoT clouds is not only
distributed but also heterogeneous and ad-hoc. To cope with
new application scenario, [59] introduced Decentralized Ac-
tion Integrity to prevent an untrusted trigger-action platform
from misusing OAuth tokens.[45] presented WAVE, an autho-
rization framework offering fully decentralized trust, which



supports decentralized verification, transitive delegation and
revocation, etc. WAVE fulfills the requirements of today’s
complicated IoT delegation and, however, requires all parties
(different vendors) collaborate together following the same
framework API. How to deploy a cryptographically ideal au-
thorization framework (requiring storage servers, auditors,
cryptographic functions) to real-world, heterogeneous IoT
environments that include diverse, complicated applications
(e.g., automation control, trigger-action service), extremely
large number of devices, and even devices with extremely low
computing power (e.g., sensors) is not clear. On the contrary,
we conducted a systematic analysis of today’s off-the-shelf
IoT delegation and obtained in-depth understanding of its
security risks in real-world IoT systems. Due to the absence
of standardized delegation protocol and a long time needed to
deploy a standardized, secure, efficient, effective protocol, our
work can lead to better understanding of today’s IoT applica-
tions and provide valuable insights towards standardizing a
practical protocol.

Model-based vulnerability discovery. Prior works have at-
tempted to automatically find vulnerabilities using fuzzing,
symbolic execution, formal verification, etc. [44, 54, 55, 63,
64, 65, 71]. [64] used a model-based approach to automat-
ically discover the attacks in TCP congestion control, and
[55] identified new forms of idle port scan attack with the
help of model checking. [44] presented SmartVerif, a novel
and general framework that leverages dynamic strategy to
smartly search proof paths without human intervention. Most
of these work focused on vulnerability discovery in a single
system or protocol, while our work leveraged formal verifi-
cation to (semi-)automate the security flaws discovered in
the IoT access delegation, which involves multiple parties,
different protocols and heterogeneous systems.

8 CONCLUSION
We performed the first systematic study on security risks in
the cross-cloud IoT access delegation. We proposed a semi-
automatic verification tool to conduct an extensive investiga-
tion of 10 leading IoT clouds. Our research reveals new secu-
rity vulnerabilities in IoT access delegation that are pervasive
in IoT clouds. Our findings suggest that the heterogeneous
and ad-hoc delegation process is the root cause for such se-
curity flaws. Based on our new understanding on cross-cloud
IoT access delegation, we proposed new generalized design
principles for mitigation. Our new findings and understanding
will lead to better protection of today’s IoT applications and
provide valuable insights towards securing IoT systems.
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Appendix

A. Definitions of the delegation operations
We generalized nine basic types of delegation operations (see
Table 1) and constructed their operation templates in Promela
language (the Templates Database is released online [25]).
Note that, one basic type of delegation operation may have a
few sub-types (see Section 4.2), and correspondingly a few
operation templates in the Templates Database. We define
each basic type of delegation operation as follows.
bind: device ai issues a new token for cloud a j.
bind(ai,a j) is defined as:

token := newUniqueToken()

Issuai := Issuai ∪{ token }
Recva j := Recva j ∪{ token }

unbind: device ai removes all the issued tokens.
unbind(ai) is defined as: Issuai :=∅

share: cloud ai delegates access right T to user a j by issuing
a new token and sharing the tokens the cloud received to the
user.
share(ai,a j,T ) is defined as:

token := newUniqueToken()

Issuai := Issuai ∪{ token }
Recva j := Recva j ∪{ token }∪Recvai

ACLai := ACLai ∪{(token,T )}
un-share: cloud ai revokes the access right from user a j
by invalidating the token token.
un-share(ai, token) is defined as:{

Issuai := Issuai −{ token }
ACLai := ACLai −{(token,T ) | (token,T ) ∈ ACLai}

OAuth: cloud (ai) delegates cloud (a j) access right T by
issuing a new token.
OAuth(ai,a j,T ) is defined as:

token := newOAuthToken()

Issuai := Issuai ∪{ token }
Recva j := Recva j ∪{ token }
ACLai := ACLai ∪{ (token,T ) }

un-OAuth: cloud (ai) revokes access right from cloud (a j)
by revoking token token.
un-OAuth(ai, token) is defined as:{

Issuai := Issuai −{ token }
ACLai := ACLai −{ (token,T ) | (token,T ) ∈ ACLai}

setTrigger: cloud (ai) delegates cloud (a j) access right
T by issuing a new token and obtains read access right to the
devices that cloud (a j) has access to.
setTrigger(ai,a j,T ) is defined as:

token := newUniqueToken()

Issuai := Issuai ∪{ token }
Recva j := Recva j ∪{ token }
ACLai := ACLai ∪{ (token,T ) }
Recvai := Recvai ∪{ ak | Recva j ∩ Issuak 6=∅,ACLak =∅}

un-setTrigger: cloud (ai) does nothing to disable the its
triggers.
un-setTrigger(ai) is defined as: None

APIRequest: user (ai) makes API request to cloud (a j) to
obtain all the tokens a j receives.
APIRequest(ai,a j) is defined as:
Recvai := Recvai ∪Recva j
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